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Abstract
The windowed Fourier transform (short time Fourier transform) and the S-transform are widely used signal
processing tools for extracting frequency information from non-stationary signals. Previously, the windowed
Fourier transform had been adopted for signals on graphs and has been shown to be very useful for extracting
vertex-frequency information from graphs. However, high computational complexity makes these algorithms
impractical. We sought to develop a fast windowed graph Fourier transform and a fast graph S-transform
requiring significantly shorter computation time. The proposed schemes have been tested with synthetic test
graph signals and real graph signals derived from electroencephalography recordings made during swallowing.
The results showed that the proposed schemes provide significantly lower computation time in comparison
with the standard windowed graph Fourier transform and the fast graph S-transform. Also, the results showed
that noise has no effect on the results of the algorithm for the fast windowed graph Fourier transform or
on the graph S-transform. Finally, we showed that graphs can be reconstructed from the vertex-frequency
representations obtained with the proposed algorithms.
Keywords: Graph signal processing, vertex-frequency analysis, windowed graph Fourier transform, graph
S-transform.

1. Introduction
Graph theory is a mathematical approach for analyzing the proprieties of data sets that can be represented
as graphs [1]. In the graph representation, the vertices (i.e., nodes) refer to objects of interest, and edges
describe relationships between the vertices [2]. When applied to data sets, graph theory provides information
5

about the geometric structure of the data and the relationship between data points [3, 4, 5]. For example,
relationships between the objects from a given data set can be represented as a weighted undirected graph,
where the vertices will describe the position of objects and the weights of the edges will describe similarities
between the vertices. Furthermore, a graph representing represents data sets can be modeled such that each
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vertex contains samples describing the observation of the object. These samples on vertices represent a signal
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on a graph [6, 7]. From signals on graphs, a new field emerged for the analysis of these data representations
called signal processing on graphs [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
Signal processing on graphs is an extension of classical signal processing that enables spectral graph
analysis, providing deeper insight into graph structures. Spectral graph analysis based on the Laplacian
matrix along with its eigenvalues and eigenvectors, is very similar to classical signal processing notation
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[14, 15]. The advantages of the Laplacian matrix enabled the implementation of basic signal processing
operations in graph settings (i.e., the Fourier transform on graphs, signal filtering on graphs, and signal
shifting [14, 15]). Signal processing operations on graphs provide advanced graph analysis, such as finding
a specific sub-graph in a larger graph [16], detecting very dense or frequently occurring sub-graphs [17, 18],
or detecting certain behavioral patterns [19].
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In spectral graph analysis, vertex-frequency distributions of the signal on the graph can give important
information about structural properties of the graph. In classical signal processing, the windowed Fourier
transform is one of the most commonly used tools for extracting time-frequency information from signals
[20]. However, the windowed Fourier transform has the limitation of fixed window size that can result in poor
time-frequency resolution. The S-transform originates from the windowed Fourier transform with a window
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size that is dependent on frequency, which overcomes limitations of the fixed window of the windowed Fourier
transform method. In one of the previous studies, following the notation from classical signal processing
and adopting it for signals on graphs, Shuman et al. [21] developed the windowed graph Fourier transform
(W GF T ) for the extraction of the vertex-frequency content from signals on graphs. As W GF T is also
limited by its fixed window size, it would be straightforward to implement the graph S-transform (GST )
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using the algorithm for W GF T and change the size of the windowed function for the different frequencies,
as we have shown in the next section. However, algorithms for the W GF T and the GST have the drawback
of high computation complexity, which results in long computation times for larger graphs. This means that
potential applications that would use the windowed graph Fourier transform or the graph S-transform would
be impractical.
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In order to overcome computational burdens, the W GF T and GST could be computed by operating
on the Fourier spectrum of the signal and the Fourier spectrum of the window function. This approach
has been used previously in classical signal processing for more efficiently calculating the windowed Fourier
transform and S-transform of a one-dimensional signal [22]. In classical signal processing, this fast algorithm
resulted in a significantly lower computational time than the original approach. Therefore, taking advantage
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of operating with the signal and window spectra, the fast W GF T and GST could significantly decrease
computation complexity and overall computation time.
This paper presents fast algorithms for calculating W GF T and GST ; therefore these new techniques are

2

referred to as the fast windowed graph Fourier transform (F W GF T ) and the fast graph S-transform (F GST ),
respectively. The proposed schemes were tested using synthetic test signals on graphs. Performances are
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compared with the F W GF T and W GF T algorithms, as well as with the F GST and GST methods. Results
showed significant computational improvements for the fast algorithms. These proposed algorithms could
prove useful in many applications that use the signal processing on graph analysis.

2. Windowed Fourier transform and S-transform
2.1. Classical signal processing case
The windowed Fourier transform in classical signal processing is a commonly used technique for extracting
frequency information from one dimensional signals. Mathematically, the windowed Fourier transform of a
function x ∈ L2 (R) can be written as the inner product of the original signal and the windowed Fourier atom
[23]:
Z

∞

x(t)w(t − τ )e−j2πf t dt,

W F T (τ, f ) := hx(t), wτ,f (t)i =

(1)

−∞

where the classical windowed Fourier atoms are defined using notation for translation ((Tτ f )(t) := f (t − τ ))
and modulation ((Mf x)(t) := xe−j2πf t ) as:
wτ,f (t) := (Mf Tτ w)(t) = w(t − τ )e−j2πf t ,
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(2)

where w(t) is the fixed window function. The fixed window in the windowed Fourier transform is the
limitation that can influence the resolution of the time-frequency signal representation.
The S-transform overcome the limitations of the fixed window by changing window size for the different
frequency points. S-transform is extension of the continuous wavelet transform (CW T (t, f )), and can be
represented as modulation of the CW T (t, f ) [24]:
ST (τ, f ) := CW T (t, f )e

−j2πf t

Z

∞

=

x(t)g(t − τ, f )e−j2πf τ dt,

(3)

−∞

where CW T (t, f ) is defined as:
Z

∞

x(t)g(t − τ, f )dt.

CW T (t, f ) =

(4)

−∞

Thus, from the equation (4), the S-atom are defined as:
sτ,f (t) := (Mf CW T (t, f ))(t) = g(t − τ, f )e−j2πf τ ,

(5)

where g(t, f ) is a wavelet defined as the frequency dependent function. This means that for higher frequencies
the window size will be more narrow. Such a defined window should adjust the time-frequency resolution
to provide better frequency resolution for the lower frequencies and better time resolution for the higher
55

frequencies.
3

2.2. Signals on graphs
The windowed Fourier transform and S-transform can be adopted for signals on graphs using the Laplacian
matrix. The Laplacian matrix enables the adjustment of basic classical signal processing operations to graph
signals [14, 15]. The (unnormalized) graph Laplacian is defined as L := D − W, where D is a diagonal
60

matrix that contains the degree values of each node from the graph, and W is the connectivity matrix of
the graph. The graph Laplacian L has a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors {Xl }l=0,1,...,N −1 , and real,
nonnegative eigenvalues {λl }l=0,1,...,N −1 that correspond to each eigenvector. We assume that nonnegative
Laplacian eigenvalues are ordered as 0 = λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤ λ2 ... ≤ λN −1 := λmax . Eigenvectors that correspond to
the lower eigenvalues have smooth oscillations, and eigenvectors that correspond to the higher eigenvalues
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have more rapid oscillations. Therefore, we can tell that in graph signal processing notation, the eigenvalue
will correspond to the frequency of the graph signal.
Since in the classical signal processing the Fourier transform can be represented as the expansion of a
signal in terms of its eigenfunctions, we can say that the graph Fourier transform of a signal on the vertices
of a graph x ∈ RN , can be defined as the expansion of x in terms of the eigenfunctions of the graph Laplacian
[25]:
x̂(λl ) := hx, Xl i =

N
X

x(n)Xl∗ (n).

(6)

n=1

The inverse graph Fourier transform is then given by:
x(n) =

N
X

x̂(λl )Xl (n).

(7)

l=1

Following basic signal processing on graph notation, translation and modulation on graphs can be defined
as (derivation provided in [21]):
√
(Ti x)(n) :=

N (x ∗ δi )(n) =

√
N

N
−1
X

x̂(λl )Xl∗ (i)Xl (n),

(8)

l=0

√
(Mk x)(n) :=

N x(n)Xk∗ (n).

(9)

Equipped with the above defined generalized notions of translation and modulation of signals on graphs, we
can now define the windowed graph Fourier atom as [21]:
Wn,l (n) := (Ml Tn w)(n) = N Xl∗ (n)

N
−1
X

ŵ(λl )Xl∗ (n)Xl (n),

(10)

l=0

where ŵ is the Fourier transform of the window function. For calculating the windowed graph Fourier
atoms, we will use a kernel function defined directly in the spectral domain as ŵ(λl ) = Ce−τ λl , where C is
chosen such that ||ŵ||2 = 1. In the case of the windowed graph Fourier transform, the window size is fixed,
which means that the τ parameter in the kernel function is arbitrarily chosen such that the vertex frequency
4

representation has the most optimal resolution. Finally, the windowed graph Fourier transform (W GF T ) of
a function x ∈ R, is defined as the inner product of the signal and the windowed graph Fourier atoms:
W GF T (n, l) =


N
N
−1
X
X
∗
∗
=
x(n) N Xl (n)
ŵ(λl )Xl (n)Xl (n) =
n=1

(11)

l=0

= hx, Wn,l i

.

The graph S-transform can be defined as modulation of the graph wavelet transform (GW T ). The GW T
is defined as [14]:
√
GW T (n, l) :=

N

N
−1
X

ĝ(λl )fˆ(λl )Xl (n).

(12)

l=0

Thus, doing modulation of the (12), the S-transform is defined as:
GST (n, l) := (Ml GW T (n, l))(n) = N Xl∗ (n)

N
−1
X

ĝ(λl )fˆ(λl )Xl (n)

(13)

l=0

The GST can be evaluated as:
GST (n, l) = N Xl∗ (n)

N
−1
X

ĝ(λl )fˆ(λl )Xl (n) =

l=0

=

N
X

N Xl∗ (n)

x(n)Xl∗ (n)

n=1

=

N
X

N
−1
X

ĝ(λl )Xl (n) =
(14)

l=0



N
−1
X
x(n) N Xl∗ (n)
ĝ(λl )Xl∗ (n)Xl (n) =

n=1

l=0

= hx, Sn,l i ,
where Sn,l (n) are S atoms defined as:
Sn,l (n) := N Xl∗ (n)

N
−1
X

ĝ(λl )Xl∗ (n)Xl (n),

(15)

l=0

Wavelet function is defined in the vertex domain as g(n, l) =

n
|λ |
√ l e−
2π

2 λ2
l
2

.

From the equations (11) and (14) one may gather the expression for both the W GF T and GST looks
very similar. The only difference between expression for the W GF T and GST is the choice of the window
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function.
Moreover, the signal f (n) can be recovered from the W GF T or GST representation using the expression
[21]:
x(n) =

N N
−1
X
X
1
SG(n, l)Wn,l ,
N ||Tn g||22 i=1
k=0

where SG(n, l) is either W GF T or GST .
5

(16)

W GF T or GST requires high computational complexity [21]. For the N number of nodes, the vertexfrequency representation will generate an N × N spectrum for Fourier graph atoms. Each of those N × N
points will generate N additional iterations in order to calculate the translation of the signal. Those N 3
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points in the next step will integrate with the N signal points. Therefore, the total computational complexity
will have O(N 4 ) operations. Such a high computational complexity requires too long of a computation time
for larger graphs.

3. The proposed scheme
3.1. Classical signal processing case
80

In order to overcome computational burdens, we can calculate the windowed Fourier transform and Stransform by operating on the Fourier spectrum of the signal on the graph as well as the window function on
the graph. This approach has been used previously in classical signal processing for calculating the windowed
Fourier transform of a one-dimensional signal [22].
In the classical case of the one-dimensional signal, the windowed Fourier transform and the S-transform
can be calculated by performing the inverse Fourier transform from the “α domain”. The α domain is defined
as the Fourier transform of the windowed Fourier domain or the S-transform defined in (1) and (4). This
domain can be presented mathematically as:
0

Z

∞

α(f , f ) =

0

S(τ, f )e−j2πf τ dτ,

(17)

−∞

where S(τ, f ) is the time frequency representation obtained using either W F T or ST . The f 0 axis is produced
by taking the Fourier transform along the τ axis of the time-frequency domain. The α domain could also
be expressed as a representation of the Fourier transform of the original signal as shifted by one sample and
multiplied by the Fourier transform of the windowed function:
Z ∞
0
0
α(f , f ) =
S(τ, f )e−jf τ dτ
−∞

Z ∞ Z ∞
0
−j2πf t
=
x(t)w(t − τ, σ)e
dt e−j2πf τ dτ
−∞
−∞
Z ∞
0
=
x(t)e−j2πf t W (f, σ)e−j2πf τ dt
−∞
Z ∞
0
= W (f, σ)
x(t)e−j2π(f +f )t dt

(18)

−∞

= X(f 0 + f ) · W (f 0 , σ)
where σ will determine the size of the window function. If σ = C is a constant w(t−τ, σ) is fixed window, and
S(τ, f ) will represent time frequency representation obtained using W F T . In the case σ = f , w(t − τ, σ) =
w(t−τ, f ) is frequency varying window size, and S(τ, f ) will represent time frequency representation obtained
6

using ST . Finally, the windowed Fourier transform and the S-transform can be recovered by applying the
inverse Fourier transform on each row of the matrix representing represents the α domain:
Z ∞
0
F W F T (τ, f ) =
α(f 0 , f )ej2πf τ df 0 ,

(19)

−∞

In the case of the windowed Fourier Transform, σ will be fixed, while for the S-transform, σ will change over
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various frequencies.
3.2. Fast windowed graph Fourier transform and fast graph S-transform
Using the idea from Section 3.1 to calculate the windowed graph Fourier transform and the graph Stransform, we first define the α domain as the Fourier transform of the W GF T /GST . The parameter δ will
determine the width of a window function. In the case of δ = constant, the width of the window function
w(n, δ) is fixed, and w(n, δ) will be used for calculating F W GF T . Hence, the Fourier transform of the
window function is defined as a heat kernel ŵ(λl , k) = Ce−kλl , where C is chosen such that ||ŵ||2 = 1. For
calculating the F GST , the parameter δ = l0 where l0 = 0, 1, ..., N − 1, the window size will be frequency
dependent and the window function is defined in the vertex domain as w(n, l) = e−

n2 λ2
l
2

. In the case of the

F W GF T , the width of the windowed function will be the same across all frequencies, while for the F GST ,
the window width will tend to be more narrow for higher frequencies. However, in the case of signals on
graph, it is not a simple multiplication of the shifted graph signal spectrum and the spectrum of the window
function in the α domain like in the case of classical signal processing:
(N
)
N
X
X
α(λl , λl0 ) =
x(n)[Tn w(n, δ)]Xl∗ (n) Xl∗0 (n)
n=1

=

N
X

x(n)Xl∗0 (n)

n=1

=

N
X

=

N
X

[Tn w(n, δ)]Xl∗ (n)

n−1

x(n)Xl∗0 (n)

n=1
N
X

n=1

N
X

Xl∗ (n)

n−1

N
−1
X

ŵ(λl , δ)Xl∗ (n)Xl (n)

l=0

x(n)Xl∗ (n)Xl∗0 (n)

N
X

(20)

w(n, δ)Xl∗ (n)

n−1

n=1

= ŵ(λl , δ)

N
X

x(n)Xl∗ (n)Xl∗0 (n)

n=1

= ŵ(λl , δ)x̂(λl , λl0 ),
where x̂(λl , λl0 ) =

PN

n=1

x(n)Xl∗ (n)Xl∗0 (n) which is computationally more complex than a simple shift of the

graph signal spectrum. Finally, the vertex-frequency domain can be recovered by taking the inverse Fourier
transform of each row from the matrix which represents the α domain of the signal on the graph:

F SG(n, λl ) =

N
−1
X
l0 =0

7

α(λl , λl0 )Xl0 (n)

(21)
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where n refers to the node, and l is the signal frequency which for the signal on the graph is the eigenvalue
λl of the Laplacian.
Moreover, the signal x(n) can be recovered from the fast windowed graph Fourier representation using
the expression:
x(n) =

N
−1
X

Xl (n)

N
X

F SG(n, λl ).

(22)

n=1

l=0

3.2.1. Algorithm for calculating F W GF T and F GST
The algorithm for calculating F W GF T and F GST is defined through the following steps:
(1) Calculate an N × N matrix which represents:
x̂(λl , λl0 ) =

N
X

x(n)Xl∗ (n)Xl∗0 (n).

(23)

n=1

This step has O(N 3 ) computational complexity. An alternative approach for calculating x̂(λl , λl0 ) is
using matrix calculus as:
X̂(λl , λl0 ) = x̂(λl , λl0 ) = (X ∗ X 0 l ) · Xl ,

(24)

where the “ ∗ ” sign represents element-by-element multiplication of the two matrices, and “ · ” sign
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represents standard matrix multiplication. The variable X is N × N matrix formed such that each row
of the matrix is the signal x(n), and Xl is also N × N that represents a given set of eigenvectors.
(2) Form a matrix where each row is the Fourier transform of the window function ŵ.
Ŵ (λl , δ) =
ŵ(λ0 , δ0 )

ŵ(λ1 , δ0 )

···

ŵ(λl−1 , δ0 )

ŵ(λ0 , δ1 )
..
.

ŵ(λ1 , δ1 )
..
.

···

ŵ(λl−1 , δ1 )
..
.

ŵ(λ0 , δl0 −1 )

ŵ(λ1 , δl0 −1 )

···

=

..

.

(25)

ŵ(λl−1 , δl0 −1 )

In the case of F W GF T , parameter δ is constant, and ŵ(λl , δ) will be directly defined and each
row in the Ŵ (λl , δ) matrix will be the same. Therefore, this step will not influence computational
complexity of the algorithm. However, if we calculate F GST , parameter δ is equal l0 , therefore,
100

ŵ(λl , δ) = ŵ(λl , l0 ) is defined as the Fourier transform of the window function that is dependent on
frequency (w(n, l0 ) =

|λ |
√ l0 e−
2π

n2 λ20
l
2

). That means that each row of the Ŵ (λl , l0 ) matrix will be calculated

by obtaining the Fourier transform of the window function that corresponds to the particular frequency
point. Thus, in the case of F GST , this step will have O(N 3 ) computational complexity.
(3) Calculate the α domain representation by multiplying each row of the X̂(λl0 , λl ) matrix with the
appropriate window function:
α(λl0 , λl ) = X̂(λl0 , λl ) ∗ Ŵ (λl0 , δ),
8

(26)

where the “ ∗ ” sign represents element-by-element multiplication of the two matrices. The space
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complexity of this operation is O(N 2 ).
(4) Finally, the vertex-frequency content is calculated by doing the inverse Fourier transform using formula
(7) for each row from the α(λl0 , λl ). According to the formula (7), the computational complexity of the
inverse Fourier transform is O(N 2 ). Thus, the computational complexity of this step will be O(N 3 ).
In the algorithm described above, step (2) and step (4) do not affect the computational complexity. This
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means that the fast algorithm for calculating the vertex frequency representation will have a O(2N 3 ) computational complexity in the case of F W GF T , and O(3N 3 ) in the case of F GST . For the higher N , this
computational complexity is a significant improvement in comparison with the original algorithm which has
a O(N 4 ) computational complexity.

4. Performance evaluation of vertex-frequency algorithms
In order to evaluate the performance of the fast windowed graph Fourier transform and the fast graph
S-transform, we generated examples of the graphs where we know the expected frequency. For that purpose
we used examples of the time series as path graphs, where each time point represents nodes on the graph, and
time samples are signals on the graph. Weights of the edges between nodes are equal to one. We considered
a sampled sinusoidal signal that contains one frequency for the entire duration of the signal (s1 ), a signal
that contains different frequencies during different time points (s2 ), and a chirp signal (s3 ) (see Figure 1).
Signals s1 , s2 , and s3 are defined as:
s1 (n) = sin(60πn),

0 ≤ n ≤ 200




sin(150πn) 0 ≤ n < 65



s2 (n) = sin(50πn) 65 ≤ n < 135




sin(100πn) 135 ≤ n ≤ 200
s3 (n) = sin((10n + kn2 )π),

0 ≤ n ≤ 200

(27)

(28)

(29)

Next, we calculated the vertex-frequency representation of the graph examples using the F W GF T , F GST ,
W GF T , and F GST methods. Then, we normalized all representations to have the same energy and calculated the mean squared error (M SE) between F W GF T and W GF T , and between F GST and GST . The
M SE between the vertex-frequency representations is calculated using the formula [26]:
M SE =

N N
1 XX
(Ŷi,λl − Yi,λl )2 ,
N 2 i=1
l=1

9

(30)

Figure 1: Signals used for testing the algorithm.

where Ŷi,k is the vertex-frequency representation of the reconstructed signal, Yi,k is the vertex-frequency
representation of the original signal, and N is the number of nodes of the graph. We also calculated the
M SE between the reconstructed and the original signal, as well as the M SE between the reconstructed and
the original signal contaminated with noise. The M SE between the reconstructed and the original signal is
calculated as:
mse =
115

N
1 X
(x̂(n) − x(n))2 ,
N n=1

(31)

where x̂(n) is the reconstructed signal, and x(n) is the original graph signal. Then we compared the required
computation time between the fast algorithms and the slow algorithms. Finally, we checked the performance
of the fast algorithm by applying it to the real brain network. The real brain network was formed using an
electroencephalography (EEG) signal recorded during a swallowing activity.
Figure 2 shows the calculated vertex-frequency representation for each graph using F W GF T , W GF T ,
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F GST , and GST . The heat kernel ŵ(λl ) = Ce−τ λl with the τ = 60 is used as the spectral domain of
the window function for calculating the F W GF T and W GF T , where the constant C is chosen such that
||w||2 = 1. For calculating F GST and GST , we used the window function w(n, l) =

n
|λ |
√ l e−
2π

2 λ2
l
2

defined in

the vertex domain.
According to Figure 2, one may see that all methods produce the expected results. Results showed that
125

the mean squared error (M SE) between the normalized representations of F W GF T and the normalized
representations of W GF T , as well as between the normalized representations of F GST and the normalized
10

Figure 2: Vertex-frequency representation of the signals s1 , s2 , and s3 using F W GF T , W GF T , F GST , and GST .

representations of GST are less than 10−31 for the all signals used in testing (s1 , s2 , and s3 ).
The M SE between the original and the signal reconstructed using F W GF T or W GF T for all three test
signals is significantly less than 10−29 , while for F GST and GST , it is slightly higher, but still it is less than
130

10−6 . The M SE between the original signal contaminated with the noise and the reconstructed signal did
not change across the different levels of noise using any of the four algorithms (F W GF T , W GF T , F GST ,
and GST ). This means that noise will have no effect on the reconstruction error for each vertex-frequency
technique used in this study.
We also considered Minnesota road and swiss roll graphs with the 300 nodes (3). As a signal on the
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Minnesota road graph, we used summation of the X500 (n), X510 (n), X520 (n), and X530 (n) eigenvectors that
corresponds to the graph Laplacian from the Minnesota road graph. As a signal on the Swiss roll graph, we
used X60 (n) eigenvector that corresponds to the graph Laplacian from the Swiss roll graph.
m
m
m
m
sm (n) = X500
(n) + X510
(n) + X520
(n) + X530
(n)

(32)

s
ss (n) = X60
(n)

(33)

Figure 4 shows the evaluated vertex-frequency representations for both Minnesota road and swiss roll
graphs using F W GF T , W GF T , F GST , and GST . For calculating F W GF T and W GF T of the Minnesota
11

Figure 3: Swiss roll and Minnesota road graph.

Figure 4: Vertex-frequency representation of the Swiss roll and Minnesota road graph using F W GF T , W GF T , F GST , and
GST .
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road graph using, the heat kernel ŵ(λl ) = Ce−τ λl with the τ = 300 was used, while for calculating F W GF T
and W GF T of the Swiss roll graph, the heat kernel ŵ(λl ) = Ce−τ λl with the τ = 150 was used.
For considered cases, the M SEs between the normalized representations of F W GF T and W GF T , as
well as between the normalized representations of F GST and GST are less than 10−31 for both Minnesota
road and Swiss roll graphs.
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To estimate computational complexities of these approaches, we formed random graphs with random node
values. We considered graphs from 200 to 5000 nodes. For each formed graph, we measured computational
times using the original and fast algorithms. Figure 5 shows the computation time for the F W GF T versus
W GF T and the computation time for the F GST versus GST . From these results, it is obvious that the
computation time improved for the fast algorithms in comparison to the original algorithms. One may see
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from the graph containing 5000 nodes that the computation time for the W GF T and GST is around 40

12

Figure 5: The required time for computing W GF T versus F W GF T and GST versus F GST for the different graph sizes. Blue
lines represent computation time for the original algorithms while red lines represent computation time for the fast algorithms.

minutes. Using this fast approach, computing vertex-frequency changes of the signal on the graph with 5000
nodes will take less than one minute.
4.1. An illustrative example of the performances of the proposed algorithm
It has been shown that brain activity during swallowing can be analyzed using EEG signals [27] and the
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graph theory approach [28] in order to provide distinctive information that could lead to the better diagnostic
and rehabilitation techniques. The data collection process, swallowing segmentation, and pre-processing steps
are described in our previous study [29]. Weighted connectivity networks are formed using the time-frequency
based phase synchrony measure (i.e., reduced interference Rihaczek distribution) proposed by Aviyente et
al [30]. From the constructed weighted connectivity networks, weak connections are removed by applying a
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threshold to the network. Then, in order to provide the signal on the graph, we formed a line graph [31]
from the weighted connectivity network that corresponds to the synchronization between signals from the
EEG electrodes during swallowing. With the new formed line graph, each vertex will represent one edge
from the original graph. Vertices from the line graph will be connected if corresponding edges from original
graph are connected to the same node.
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Figure 6 shows the calculated vertex-frequency representation for each graph using F W GF T , W GF T ,
F GST , and GST . The F W GF T and W GF T are calculated from the spectral domain of the window
function. A heat kernel represents the spectral domain of the window function, and is defined as ŵ(λl ) =
Ce−τ λl with τ = 0.05. When calculating the F GST and GST , we used the window function as w(n, l) =
n
|λ |
√ l e−
2π
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2 λ2
l
2

. In both cases the constant C is chosen such that ||w||2 = 1. Computational time required for

calculating vertex-frequency information from these swallowing brain networks is around 20 seconds using
W GF T and GST , while using F W GF T and F GST computational time is around 0.6 seconds.
13

Figure 6: Vertex-frequency representations of the sample signals representing the brain network formed from EEG signals
recorded during swallowing using F W GF T , W GF T , F GST , and GST .

5. Discussion
In this paper, we have described the basic signal processing operations on graphs: the graph Fourier
transform, translation on graphs, modulation on graphs, the windowed graph Fourier transform, and the
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graph S-transform. We have also described algorithms for calculating the fast windowed graph Fourier
transform and the fast graph S-transform. We showed that F W GF T and F GST have a significantly lower
computational complexity than do W GF T and GST [21].
Figure 2 summarizes the vertex-frequency representations for the signals s1 , s2 , and s3 on the path
graph, and Figure 6 summarizes the vertex-frequency representation for an example of the real signal on
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the swallowing brain network formed using EEG signals. From Figure 2 it can be seen that all methods
used produce results that would match a spectrogram from classical signal processing. As in classical signal
processing, the F W GF T and W GF T have the limitation of a fixed window size. F GST and GST overcome
the limitation of a fixed window by using a window size that is dependent on frequency. It is well known from
classical signal processing that a wide window gives good frequency resolution but poor vertex resolution,
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while a narrow window trades improvements in frequency resolution for decreased quality of the vertex
resolution. Such trends can be seen from Figure 6 in the signal on graph vertex-frequency representations
using F GST and GST , where we have poor vertex resolution at the very low frequencies and poor frequency
resolution at the very high frequencies. Therefore, similarly as in classical signal processing [32], we can say

14

that F GST and GST provide a good concentration of the energy at lower frequencies, but poor concentration
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of the energy at higher frequencies. However, it needs to be mentioned that vertex-frequency representations
suffer from the same drawbacks as classical time-frequency presentations (e.g., the uncertaininty principle).
Hence, future investigations should consider adaptive vertex-frequency representations optimized for each
signal or each signal class.
Results of the M SE between the original and the reconstructed signal showed that F W GF T and W GF T
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show an almost perfect reconstruction of the signal. However, the F GST and GST exhibited higher M SE
between the original and the reconstructed signal. This means that varying window size in the case of the
F GST and GST affects the reconstruction formula. Our results also showed that the M SE between the
original and the reconstructed signal contaminated with noise is approximately constant for various levels of
noise. This means that noise will have no effect on the reconstruction error when we use any of the methods
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for analysis of the vertex-frequency changes in the graph signal.
Finally, we showed significant computation time improvement in the algorithm for the F W GF T and
F GST in comparison with the original W GF T and GST (see Figure 5). Also, from Figure 5, it can be seen
that the computation time for the W GF T and GST is good for smaller graphs. However, as the number of
nodes increases computation time progressively increases as well. Fast approaches could be applied in any
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application that is sensitive to time or memory, or in those applications that deal with large graphs. Further
improvements can be obtained if the proposed algorithm is parallelizable using procedures similar to those
obtained for traditional time-frequency representations (e.g., [33], [34]).

6. Conclusion
In this study, we developed fast algorithms for the windowed graph Fourier transform and the graph
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S-transform.

The developed algorithms are referred to as the fast windowed graph Fourier transform

(F W GF T ) and the fast graph S-transform (F GST ). Performance of the fast algorithms are evaluated
and compared with the standard windowed graph Fourier transform and the graph S-transform algorithms
using synthetic graph signals and a real graph signal. Results showed that the proposed approach significantly decreases the computation time for extracting vertex-frequency information from graph signals. We
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also showed that the inverse formula for the proposed algorithms provides almost perfect reconstruction.
Additionally, we showed that the signal reconstruction is not affected by the noise.
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